May I make three brief comments on the interesting articlè The¯owering of London pride: ®nding a name for it' (July 2001 JRSM, pp. 355±357) by Professor Crisp, Sir David Innes Williams and Mr Price?
One signi®cant omission is any reference to the 1992 report by Professor Sir Bernard Tomlinson which actually brought about the present con®guration of London medical schools.
Secondly, the sentence`The degrees for the moment remain those of the University of London' (emphasis added) calls for comment. While nothing these days can be predicted with any certainty, it should be made clear that the University of London degree is one of the most powerful unifying forces in the federal University and it is a condition of membership that every College, even if it has its own degree-awarding powers, must leave those in suspense and award degrees of the University. That policy, so far as I know, commands universal support across the University.
Thirdly, the authors revive the Flowers suggestion that the new groupings of medical schools within their multifaculty Colleges should be renamed. Tomlinson was wise enough not to venture into this territory, let alone make any concrete suggestions.
It was left to each group to determine their own names. Now, as those institutions are settling down within their new institutions, is hardly the moment to reopen this question. I was very much involved in one of these sets of mergers and know better than most what the dif®culties were and not least the sensitivities with regard to name.
Rather than pull out the names of great medical scientists in the history of London's medical schools and teaching hospitals, it is even more important where possible to retain those names of medical schools with a distinguished history and tradition which resonate in the medical world; and the second imperative is to ensure that these new schools become fully a part of the multi-faculty College of which they are now a part. Importing new names and titles would damage that process and create even more uncertainty.
Graham Zellick
Vice-Chancellor, University of London, Senate House, London WC1E 7HU, UK Evidence-based art?
In his article`Evidence-based Art?' (June 2001 JRSM, pp. 306±307), Professor Michael Baum dismisses the Exeter Evaluation as`Essentially, staff and patients were asked whether they liked the environment and whether or not their life was enriched by the beautiful things that surrounded them'. We did not ask these or any other such ill-formulated questions.
Admittedly we made opinion surveys and not the randomized controlled trials so beloved of clinical scientists. I do not believe that art alone in healthcare settings can treat disease in the way that interventions with drugs, surgery and, indeed, professional art therapy do. Therefore clinical trials are inappropriate in this ®eld. Research and the collection of sound evidence is nonetheless in very short supply and the Exeter Evaluation was the ®rst truly independent work to establish a full factual description of every aspect of a major hospital art project.
The polarization of`strict scienti®c empiricists and fuzzy-logic experientialists' described by Michael Baum is the problem, not the solution he seems content with when he states that`The value of art and music are givens in our culture'. He offers as examples hospital chapels and the room of Mark Rothko paintings at Tate Modern. Chapels, atrium galleries, entrance halls, corridors, stairways and waiting rooms in hospitals are now commonly adorned with art but these are not places exclusive to hospitals and certainly not the sites of treatment and care. Such places are wards, consulting, examination and treatment rooms, imaging rooms, delivery suites, intensive-care units, rooms for dialysis, chemotherapy, physiotherapy and radiotherapy and so on. Some clinical staff believe that these areas should be clean, sterile and stripped down for high-tech medicine and there is surely a debate to be held about this.
The debate must hinge upon evidence, not merely the assertion in Michael Baum's article that`the life-enhancing value of ®ne art is common experience' which, like his references to Mozart and Raoul Dufy, in my view quite misses the point. We will continue to collect evidence with the same objectivity that we recognize and respect in the work of clinical scientists and we are keen that they join with us in constructive debate.
Peter Scher
Architect Research Consultancy, 32 Hamilton Gardens, London NW8 9PU, UK Arguing solely from an opinion-based evaluation of the Exeter Health Care Arts Project, Professor Michael Baum concludes that`the notion of evidence-based art is as absurd as an Impressionist school of science'.
It is not evidence-based art but evidence of the responses to art which we at Chelsea and Westminster Hospital Arts are seeking to establish. To that effect, two years ago we set up a research projectÐA Study of the Effects of the Visual and Performing Arts in HealthcareÐconducted by RLS, winner of one of the Wellcome Trust's ®rst SciArt awards for her project Fast Blue, Slow Red: the Brain's Construction of Colour and with 25 years' experience in LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
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